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Kia ora and welcome to Term 4, the final one of the year.  I hope you had an enjoyable break. I spent

some time in Wellington with my family and was fortunate to see the snow down there. Wellington stood

up to its name and was rather windy. This term we have started off with our Ag and Craft day. We have

other events including athletics, Gold Team sports and will be busy with final assessments in preparation

for reports.

Being Term 4 it is an expectation that all students wear a blue school hat, additionally with the weather

warming up it would be much appreciated if you could support your child with hygiene and roll on

deodorant. There are also a few students who need extra stationery like pens and pencils - these can be

purchased at the office if needed.

Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions, queries, or feedback via email:

stacey@otakiri.school.nz or text 027 3437299. You are also welcome to call into the class.

Nga mihi

Stacey Marr

Something Happened Here
This Term we are going to be detectives; research,
investigate and piece together information prompted by
photos of locations around New Zealand. The exciting kit
covers various different stories linked with the history of
New Zealand. A little bit more…

Each postcard is a modern day photo of what the site
looks like today. Things really happened right at the spot in
the photograph. Each location carries two stories because
no matter where we are in Aotearoa New Zealand, every
single place carries many stories and has many voices.

Each location has a physical object and a photo in our class kit: Students will be prompted to find the
object and the photo during their research treasure hunt. These items act as further tactile clues.

Each story has a series of tasks: The tasks ask you to use different sources - video, sound
recordings, photos, objects and documents to uncover more and more details about what happened here.

Kākāpō Learners

Learn with Purpose
Engage with Kindness

Act with Respect
Dare to Dream

Endurance: Believe in myself, I haven’t learnt it yet

Camouflage: Just breathe, take a break
Wings: Understand and check I Know what to do

Legs: Be prepared to learn

Senses:Manage where I learn and who I learn with

Whiskers: Recognise when I’m stuck and ask for help

mailto:stacey@otakiri.school.nz


Front of the School Project…
We will continue to work on the project at the front of the
school that we started last term. To date we have
brainstormed ideas, looked at constraints and approved a
budget. From here we have used this information to
consider the realities of original ideas and selected 6 ideas
that we are further developing. Along the way we have also
written letters and drawn scale drawings.
Next is to research each idea further (in small groups) and
make the ideas into reality. This may include things like

building and painting, sourcing supplies like timber, paint, tables etc for the
project.
If you have any contacts or expertise that you think you may be able to help us
out with we'd love for you to come along and help - let us know.

Our ideas… Shade Area, Tables and Chairs, Raptor Ball (game from camp),
Painting planter boxes and a giant Connect 4

Kauaeranga Valley Christian Camp
Here are a few photos from camp last term - what an exciting, jam packed few days we had. It

was awesome to see all of the students having fun, Daring to Dream and making the most of the
opportunities. Thank you to everyone for helping to make it happen with fairly short notice and to

all the awesome helpers we had.


